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Adaptingg tableaux for classification 

Thiss chapter was published in the Proceedings of EKAW2000 [45]. 
Abstract t 
Wee present an approach for studying logical properties of problem-solving 
methodss (PSMs) for knowledge-intensive tasks. It is based on semantic 
tableauxx (a deduction-style theorem-proving technique). We show how tableaux 
cann be manipulated in a methodical way to formalize non-deductive style PSMs. 

3.11 Introduction 

Knowledge-engineeringg research has delivered an abundance of problem-solving methods (PSMs) 
forr classes of tasks, such as classification, diagnosis, and configuration (see e.g. Benjamins, [9]). 
Thesee PSMs are used in practical knowledge systems. To get a better understanding of the different 
PSMss work has been done on the formalization of PSMs, [27, 93, 97]. In this chapter we describe 
anotherr approach, in which we adapt semantic tableaux to formalize PSMs. We show that this 
providess us with a technique for studying the logical properties of PSMs. In particular, we show 
thatt this approach allows us to model non-deductive style reasoning. This was a problem with 
previouss formalizations based on first-order logic. We use the classification task as an example. 

3.22 Characterizing Classification 

Wee can characterize a knowledge-intensive task by defining three aspects: (1) the goal of the task, 
(2)) the ontological commitments, and (3) the solution criteria. 

Goal l 

Thee goal is typically an informal description of what the task attempts to achieve. In the case of 
classification,, the goal is to identify to which class a certain object belongs. Example classification 
taskss are apple classification, rock classification, and art-object classification. 

Ontologicall commitments 

Ontologicall  commitments describe our assumptions on the representation of the task domain. 
Theyy provide us with a vocabulary. We can use this vocabulary to define what we mean with 
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classification.. Together, the ontological commitments form an ontology for a task. An example of 
suchh a task ontology is the configuration-design ontology [38]. For classification we base the task 
ontologyy on the descriptions of classification given by Stefik [87] and Schreiber [82]. 

Wee define six basic ontological types, namely attribute, object, value, class, feature, and 
observation.. A is a (finite) set of attributes, each of which is associated with a list of possible 
values.. A feature is an admissible attribute-value pair. Objects that need to be classified are 
describedd by a finite number of attribute-value (AV) pairs. These AV-pairs are called observations. 
Thee set of observations for a particular object is called Obs. 

Byy definition, we assume that an attribute can have only one value at the time. So, if colour 
iss an attribute and {red. yellow, blue} is its list of possible values, then an object description can 
neverr contain the AV-pairs colour — red and colour = yellow simultaneously. Every attribute 
withh more than two values can be transformed into several attributes which all have binary values. 
Thiss transformation is performed as follows: For every such AV-pair we take a new attribute with 
possiblee values true and false. The new attribute has the value true if the original AV-pair holds, 
andd false otherwise. 

Notee that after having applied such a transformation the exclusion of multiple values for an 
attributee is no longer guaranteed. In order to maintain this principle every new attribute has the 
originall  attribute as it's type. Now we can say that exclusion of multiple values holds for binary 
AV-pairss of the same type. If one binary attribute has the value true, then all other attributes of the 
samee type have the value false. In this way, each multi-valued attribute can be represented as a set 
off  atomic propositions. 

Classess can now be represented as follows: 

c^>c^> ( «! V ... V a „ ) A ... A (6i V ... V bn) 

Thee class name is represented by the proposition c and implies its features (i.e. AV-pairs). 
Featuress are here represented as atomic propositions with an index for ease of representation. a\ 
representss the feature where a designates the attribute and the index i a certain value. 

Domainn knowledge can be represented by assigning meaningful names to the atomic proposi-
tionss occurring in such a sentence. For example: 

blackbirdblackbird —» 
(plumage(plumage — black V plumage — brown) A (hill  — yellow) 

Thee domain theory DT consists of a conjunction of class definitions. 

Solutionn criteria 

Theree are several alternative criteria one can formulate with respect to the goal of the classification 
process.. We define two criteria:1 

Weakk classification In weak classification (WC) a candidate solution must be a class c which 
iss consistent with the domain theory DT and the observations Obs made thus far. Formally, 
thiss set of candidate solutions S can be expressed by: 

SS =

'inn Sec. 3.4.3 we introduce a third form of classification, namely composite-solution classification. 
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Strongg classification In strong classification (SC) a class c is a member of the set of candidate 
solutionss S iff the domain theory together with c explains all observations. That is, we 
wantt candidate solutions to be classes which actually possess the properties that have been 
observed.. Formally, the criterion for SC is: 

S={c\DTu{c}S={c\DTu{c} \=Obs) 

Thee criterion of strong classification is stronger in a logical sense than weak classification. 
Iff  a class is a candidate solution according to SC it is also according to WC. This follows as 
SCC can be formulated as an extension of WC. 

3.33 Tableaux 

Semanticc tableaux were developed in the 50's by Beth [10] and Hintikka [40]. Like resolution 
theyy form a refutation system. In a tableau proof a tree is constructed where nodes are labeled 
withh formulae.2 

Inn order to test whether a certain formula <p follows from a set of premises 0 a tableau 
treee is constructed for 0 U {-'V'} - Constructing such a binary tree can be seen as checking for 
(inconsistencyy of the theory. It is build using reduction rules which determine how the tree is 
branched.. If in any branch, a formula and its negation appear the branch is said to be closed. If all 
branchess close the theory is inconsistent. 

c? c? 

Tablee 3.1 
Ruless for the tableau trees. 

Tablee 3.1 shows the rules for constructing the tableau tree. The first rule indicates that double 
negationss are redundant. All propositional formulas containing binary connectives can be divided 
ass belonging to two types: True conjunctive formulas (a-type) and true disjunctive formulas (/?-
type).. For example p  q can be rewritten to ->p V q and so is a /3-formula. The rule for a-type 
formulass indicates that the conjuncts have to be placed on the same branch of the tree. The /2-rule 
howeverr indicates a branching of the tree. 

Too see how this works we give an example. Let 0 be {p —» q] and p = q. We will check 
whetherr 0 f= p. The resulting tableau is depicted in Fig. 3.1. Since the tableau is open p> does not 
followw from 0. Note that the open branch corresponds to a counterexample for 0 |= p>. 

3.44 Tableaux for classification 

Thee general method to use propositional semantic tableaux as a proof procedure for classification 
proceedss as follows. The solution criterion for the classification task is translated into a consis-
tencyy formula. Subsequently that formula is expanded into a semantic tableau. If the tableau 

2Wee limit ourselves here to the description of propositional tableaux since this seems sufficient for the description 
off  classification. We follow Fitting [30] in this description. 
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eu{-v} } 

Figuree 3.1 
Examplee tableau. 

cann be closed or remains partially open, a conclusion can be derived about the solutions of the 
classificationn problem. The precise nature of the conclusion depends on the nature of the solution 
criterion. . 

Thee closing rule for tableaux for classification can be specialized on the basis of the ontolog-
icall  commitments described in Sec. 3.2. Since all features that occur in the domain theory are 
consideredd to be typed propositions and since two distinct propositions of the same type exclude 
eachh other, any branch that contains two different propositions of the same type can be closed. 
Thiss is equivalent to the addition of formulae of the following type to the domain theory for each 
feature: : 

a\a\ —> (^a2 A . .. A ->a„) 

Buildingg this ontological commitment into the proof procedure retains all properties of the 
generall  procedure such as soundness and completeness, but is more efficient. 

3.4.11 Weak classification 

Inn weak classification we assume that the domain theory and the observations together are con-
sistent.. This assumption is implicit in the way knowledge is represented and can be viewed as an 
additionall  ontological commitment. 

Becausee of this consistency a semantic tableau for DTuObs will have open branches. Fig. 3.2 
showss a tableau for the domain theory {cj - t o iA d.2, c  ̂—> (12 A c/3}  and the observation d.j. The 
observationn is added to the leaves of the tree for the domain theory. 

Now,, in order to check which classes are consistent with the observations made up to this 
point,, each class must be individually added to the tableau. If the tree closes the resulting theory is 
inconsistentt and the class is not a candidate. If a new observation is made it must be added to the 
treee and a check for all remaining candidates has to be made again. Fig. 3.2 shows class ci to be 
inconsistentt with the domain theory together with the observation d3( as its addition to the tableau 
wouldd close the tree. 

Thee trouble with this representation is that it leads to a rapidly expanding tree. Notice that 
sincee class definitions are 8—formulae each class definition leads to branching of the tree. In 
classification,, observations are typically added incrementally. This means that classes that at some 
pointt are proven to be inconsistent will remain part of the tree. This can be be remedied by putting 
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DTDT U Obs 

dd33 d3 -i c2 a3 

dd33 d3 

Figuree 3.2 
Initiall  tableau for weak classification. 

thee observations at the root, instead of adding them to the leaves of the tableau for the domain 
theory.. The result is a much smaller tree. Subsequent observations can also be added to the root 
insteadd of the leaves. This proof strategy is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The example shows a general 
propertyy of tableau proofs: the length of a proof typically depends on the order of application of 
thee expansion rules. 

DTDT U Obs 

Figuree 3.3 
Alternativee tableau for weak classification. 

Thiss procedure for weak classification with semantic tableaux can be summarized as follows: 

Proceduree WC-1: 
1.. Construct a tableau for the observations 

andd the domain theory (in this order) 
2.. FOR each possible candidate class c DO 

IFF c (and c alone) is added to the tableau 
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ANDD the tableau closes 
THENN c is not a possible candidate 
ELSEE c remains a possible candidate 

3.. When new observations are made: 

a.. add observation(s) to top of the tableau 
b.. redo step 2 

Itt is interesting to view weak classification in terms of what is actually deduced during the 
process.. In order to prove that a formula follows from a theory with the help of semantic tableaux 
onee has to prove the inconsistency of the negation of the formula together with the theory. In the 
casee of weak classification the aim is to prove the inconsistency of a class together with the domain 
theoryy and observations. In terms of consequence this means proving the negation of a class from 
thee domain theory and observations. More formally: 

DTDT U Obs U {c}  DT U Obs h -.c 

Inn other words: weak classification only provides negative information about classes. The 
methodd is actually more about ruling out candidates than looking for candidates which can explain 
thee observations. This is left to the stronger criterion of strong classification. 

Thee procedure WC-1 is still inefficient since it generates the tableau for the entire domain 
theory.. The ontological commitments about the structure of the knowledge base, i.e. that class 
definitionss are conjunctions of disjunctive feature sets, allow us to specialize the procedure even 
more.. A branch in the tableau tree that contains no literals involving classes, can never be closed 
byy adding other parts of the domain theory that do not concern the class under investigation. This 
leadss to the following procedure: 

Proceduree WC-2 : 
1.. Construct a tableau for the observations 
2.. FOR each possible candidate class c DO 

2a.. add the formulae that concern c from 
DTT to the tableaux 
2b.. IF c {and c alone) is added to tableau 

ANDD the tableau closes 
THENN c is not a possible candidate 
ELSEE c remains a possible candidate 

3.. When new observations are made: 
a.. add observation(s) to top of the tableau 
b.. redo step 2 for those classes that were 

possiblee candidates 

Thiss procedure is much more efficient than WC-1, but given the ontological commitments still 
soundd and complete. In fact, this proof procedure explains why the "test" part in implemented 
problemm solving methods can remain so simple. It is also clear from this procedure that generate-
and-testt methods that do not test for all classes are sound, but not complete. In step 3b we make 
usee of the fact that addition of new observations will not make classes that have been ruled out on 
thee basis of earlier observations, candidates again. 
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3.4.22 Strong classification 

Wee now proceed to describe a procedure for testing whether a candidate class fulfill s the SC 
requirement.. If it can be shown for a certain class c that DTU{c}U{-iO i V... ~^on} is inconsistent, 
thee criterion of SC is met with respect to c. In order to show this, first a tableau for DT and the 
disjunctionn of negated observations is build. Since this theory is consistent the tree will have open 
branches.. If c is added to the tree and closes the tableau, c is a SC candidate, otherwise it is not. 
Heree we make use of the ontological assumption that DTu{c} is consistent. An example is given 
inn Fig. 3.4. 

DTDT U Obs 

Figuree 3.4 
Tableauu for strong classification. 

Thiss procedure for SC can be summarized as follows: 

Proceduree SC-1: 
1.. Construct a tableau for the domain theory 
2.. Add the disjunction of the negation of each 

elementt of Obs to the leaves of the tableau 
forr the domain theory 

3.. FOR each possible candidate class c DO 
IFF c (and c alone) is added to the tableau 

ANDD the tableau closes 
THENN c remains a possible candidate 
ELSEE c is not a possible candidate 

4.. IF new observations become available 
THENN redo step 2 and 3 

SCC is in general more complex to compute than WC. To infer the observations from the domain 
theoryy and a candidate class, the disjunction of all negated observations should be added to the 
tableau.. In contrast to WC, each observation will give rise to a branching of the tree. 

Thee same specializations of the proof procedure that we have described for WC apply to SC. 
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3.4.33 Classification and abduction 

Thee procedure SC-1 is identical to the way abduction is performed with tableaux as described by 
Aliseda-Lleraa [3]. This is intentional. As defined above, comes down to an abductive method. 
Abductionn is often linked to a style of reasoning which produces causal explanations for observa-
tions.. Classification is rarely, if ever, considered to be an abductive task. Still the criterion of SC 
iss formally in line with the definition of abduction, as for example put forward by Kakas et. al. 
[50]. . 

Aliseda-Lleraa [3] defines five different styles of abductive reasoning. Given 0 (a theory) and 
^  ̂ (a sentence), a is an abductive explanation (abducible) if: 

 Plain: 0. n \= <p 

 Consistent: 0. a \= y and 0. o is consistent. 

 Explanatory: 0. o t= ^ and 0 ¥  ̂ and a ¥ ^ 

•• Minimal: 0, a 1= <p and a is the weakest such explanation. 

 Preferential: 0 .a N ^ and n is the best explanation according to some given preferential 
ordering. . 

Interestinglyy enough, SC displays four of these properties of abduction. The "plain" property 
followss directly from the solution criterion. Classification is a restricted form of abduction: the 
onlyy abducibles allowed are atomic class propositions. Since it is an ontological assumption that 
classs definitions are individually consistent with the domain theory (i.e., DT U c is consistent), it 
followss that solutions found by the SC-1 method are consistent. SC is minimal since we restrict 
thee form of abducibles to single classes (atomic propositions) only. 

Weakk classification does not exhibit any of the properties of abduction, since no formula (^) 
iss assumed to be entailed by the theory (0) and the abducibles (a). Intuitively, WC generates a 
formulaa and tests if it is consistent with the current domain theory and observables, but it does not 
tryy to explain anything. This makes WC a very different task from SC. This is in line with our 
earlierearlier observation that WC is a ruling-out task rather than an explanation task. From a logical 
pointt of view, one could argue that the two forms of classification are rather different ways of 
reasoning,, even though procedurally they are very similar. One could even go as far as considering 
WCC not as a classification task, but as a refutation task. 

Forr the property of minimality, there is a difference between abduction and strong classifica-
tion.. If we decide to allow not only single classes as abducibles but conjunctions of classes as well 
wee end up with a different style of classification. In that case we would get a form of classification 
inn which more than one class explains the observations and counts as a solution. Thus, a conjunc-
tionn of classes can act as a solution candidate. This is known as composite-solution classification 
(CSC)) [87]. 

Thee solution predicate can be formulated as follows: 

SS = {a A... Ac„|DTU{c i A... Ac,,}  |= Obs} 

Notee however that we can no longer assume the property of consistency (DTu{c] A... Ac,,}), 
ass the simultaneous addition of two or more classes (e.g., a black bird and a white bird) to the 
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tableauu of the domain theory may lead to inconsistency. Therefore, the procedure will have to 
testt explicitly for consistency. For example, if DT = {ci —> a\, c2 —  a2}, adding the composite 
solutionn {ci A C2}  makes the theory inconsistent, since a\ and «2 a re regarded as exclusive. 

Iff  one allows composite solutions, one could still prefer single solutions. In this case CSC is 
definedd as preferential abduction in the above sense. 

3.55 Discussion 

Evenn though classification is one of the simplest knowledge-intensive tasks in the knowledge-
engineeringg domain, it has been quite hard to prove that certain computational methods satisfy 
logicall  competence theories. Similarly, it has been difficult to transform logical competence re-
quirementss into an operational method. Problems encountered include: the abductive nature of 
classificationn reasoning, the incremental nature of observation gathering and the mapping of logi-
call  theories onto different computational strategies in classification methods [97], In this chapter 
wee have presented some steps forward towards solving these problems. 

AA first insight is that strong classification is a special case of abduction. The solution of a 
classificationn problem is considered as an abducible of some domain theory and the observed 
facts.. Theories of abduction provide several types of abduction that can be mapped onto different 
variantss of the classification task. However, classification is more specific than abduction in the 
sensee that it restricts the vocabulary of abducibles to a predefined set of classes and that it assumes 
aa particular structure of the domain theory. 

Second,, it appears that the semantic tableau proof method has some features that makes it 
suitablee to model various forms of classification reasoning. Tableaux provide a natural way of 
handlingg incrementally growing theories as they often occur in knowledge-based systems, where 
neww facts are incrementally obtained from a user. In classical logical approaches that attempt to 
formalizee classification reasoning, this problem is not easily solved [97]. Tableaux also provide 
aa way of thinking about the search space of possible inferences in a formal context. As we have 
shown,, the ontological commitments of the task restrict the possible expansions and closures of 
thee tableaux. These restrictions can be translated into the proof procedure itself, thus reducing the 
spacee of formulae to be processed. This is precisely where knowledge-based systems derive their 
powerr from, when compared to general theorem-proving approaches. It can be proven that the 
specializedd proof procedures are equivalent to the normal proof procedure when the ontological 
commitmentss are added as axioms to the domain theory. 

Thee third result of our investigation is that PSMs for classification that have been published (by 
Stefikk [87] and Wielinga [97]) can be mapped onto proof procedures. For example, procedure WC-
11 and WC-2 formalize the "pruning" method, which can therefore be characterized as both sound 
andd complete. WC-1 is a "pure" logical method, but computationally not very efficient. In tableau 
terminologyy it generates a much larger tableau than WC-2. WC-2 is an optimized method which 
iss in fact close to operational methods used in classification systems. Procedure SC formalizes a 
generate-and-testt method for classification. Here, we can see from the formalization that if the 
methodd would terminate after having found one solution (which is often the case in operational 
methods),, the method is sound, but not complete. In short, this type of mapping of PSMs used 
inn knowledge-based systems onto specific tableau proof procedures provides a powerful way of 
establishingg the competence of these methods in logical terms. 




